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Abstract
Data mining, and in particular decision trees have been used in different fields: engineering, medicine, banking and finance, etc., to analyze a target variable through decision
variables. The following article examines the use of the decision trees algorithm as a tool in
territorial logistic planning. The decision tree built has estimated population density indexes
for territorial units with similar logistics characteristics in a concise and practical way.
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Resumen
La minería de datos, y en particular los árboles de decisión han sido utilizados en diferentes campos: ingeniería, medicina, banca y finanzas, etc., para analizar una variable objetivo
a través de variables de predicción. El siguiente artículo examina el uso del algoritmo de árboles de decisión como una herramienta en la planificación logística territorial. El árbol de
decisión construido ha estimado índices de densidad de población para unidades territoriales
con similares características logísticas en un modo conciso y práctico.
Palabras Clave: Minería de Datos, Arboles de decisión, planificación logística territorial.

1

Introduction

In the last decades, it has been developed numerous techniques for analysis and modeling
of data in different areas of statistics and artificial intelligence. Data mining is the process of discovering actionable and meaningful patterns, profiles, and trends by sifting through your data
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using pattern recognition technologies [1]. The relationships and summaries derived through
a data mining exercise are often referred to as models or patterns [2]. Data mining it’s also
considered in the intersection of the artificial intelligence (machine learning) and the statistics
techniques, even though there is some remarkable differences between them, i.e., artificial intelligence has been more concerned to offer algorithmic solutions with an acceptable computational cost, while the statistic has been concerned over the power of generalization of the results
obtained, i.e., be able to infer results to more general than the studied situations [3]. In the late
1980s and mostly on 1990s data mining begins to be as we know it, as a result of the increase
of the computing power, a faster data collection and the apparition of new techniques of data
learning and storage.
Any problem with stored data it is a problem to be dealt with using data mining. Some
of these problems are: search of the unexpected by description of the multivariate reality,
search for associations, typologies definition, detection of temporal sequences and prediction
[3]. However, it’s important to do a process of data preparation. Zhang et al. [4] argue for
the importance of data preparation at three aspects: (1) real-world data is impure; (2) highperformance mining systems require quality data; and (3) quality data yields high-quality patterns. Some areas with data mining applications are: civil engineering [5, 6, 7], medicine
[8, 9, 10]; education [11, 12, 13]; Banking and Finance [14, 15, 16].
One of the data mining techniques is decision tree. A decision tree is a logical model represented as a binary (two-way split) tree that shows how the value of a target variable can
be predicted by using the values of a set of predictor variables. The first widely-used program for generating decision trees was “AID” (Automatic Interaction Detection) developed by
Morgan and Sonquist [17]. AID was followed by many other decision tree generators including THAID [18], and ID3 [19] and, later, C4.5 [20]. The theoretical underpinning of decision
tree analysis was greatly enhanced by the research done by Breiman et al. [21], embedded in a
program they developed CART® (a registered trademark of Salford Systems). Recent advancements in decision tree analyses include the TreeBoost method [22] and Decision Tree Forests
[23].
In particular, some decision trees applications in planning of logistic node in the latest research are: modeling on the environmental impact of airport deicing activities to determine important explanatory variables for predicting levels of chemical oxygen demand and dissolved
oxygen in the airport’s waterways [24]; evaluating countermeasures to secure cargo at United
States southwestern ports of entry [25]; spatial decision tree application to traffic risk analysis
[26]; Deriving decision rules to locate export containers in container yards, including a decision
tree from the set of the optimal solutions to support real time decisions [27]. Others researches
include concepts of territorial planning using decision trees: consider the classification of location contexts [28]; primary and secondary road network analysis using decision trees algorithm
[29].

2

The territorial logistic planning and the general trend analysis of logistic platforms.

Since the first experience in Land Use Planning (LUP) in 1933, to develop the Tennessee
River System in the United States of America, and integrate the water control with the conservation and preservation of the land resources [30, 31], the LUP’s definitions [32, 33] have
considered the perspective of sustainability. This planning process requires consider each logistic node impact on the spatial economy and regional development, and the possible synergies
between them, even though the planners often allocate the nodes on the territorial space without considering the one effect over the others. The territorial logistic planning is an essential
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part of a sustainable regional development.
The general trend analysis of the exploitation and planning of nodes or logistic platforms
is to compare the ratios and parameters of the international literature. One of the most used
bibliographies [34] discusses that according to the Growth Poles Theory that the development
is not uniform and is carried out in specific places around activities of agglomeration. The infrastructures around an activity can improve the accessibility to suppliers and customers. The
transport terminals, therefore are a kind of economic forces to generate links to other sectors
of the economy and become sources of economic activity, so are often considered as growth
poles; e.g. a terrestrial terminal growth strategy turns around the formation of logistics platforms, where the distribution centers share installations and also have a better access to the
transport terminal. There are two major groups of techniques in the analysis of efficiency and
performance of transport infrastructure: known as Data Envelopment Analysis DEA [35, 36, 37]
has been traditionally used for the relative efficiency estimation of a set of peer entities called
Decision Making Units (DMUs). Econometric estimation of distances functions [38, 39, 40, 41]
its an empirical estimation of cost functions. The methodology of DEA models generalizes the
traditional analysis of activity ratios allowing consider simultaneously multiple inputs and/or
outputs. DEA and the estimation of frontier functions are alternatives to calculate the production boundary and therefore the efficiency of the production and costs. DEA is a non-parametric
method based on linear programming while the estimation of frontier functions use econometric methods (parametric methods).

3

Methodology

In order to aim the research purpose to determine the relationship between a target territorial logistic variable and their decision variables, it was developed the following methodology
in two steps: step 1 to determine the work stage and step 2 to develop the artificial intelligence
model.
Step 1: Determination of the work stage
Diagnosis and state of the art. It consists on the review of the State of the art to identify the
set of variables to characterize the target territorial logistic variable of study using specialized
search services in two steps.
1. Determination of physical and functional decision variables: i.e. a systematic study of all the
physical and functional decision variables (of ports, airports, road network, railroads, etc)
susceptible to research for our target territorial logistic variable. It includes the study
of the variables of territorial context as population, environment and regional economic
grow.
2. Getting the value of the decision variables: Once the decision variables to be studied are
known get its variables values using different information sources. The variable values
have to be referred to territorial units identified in the country. Data set is established as
follows:
(n, M ) = (n1 , n2 , n3 , ..., nk , M )
(1)
The dependent variable M is the target variable and the vector n is composed of the predictor variables n1 , n2 , n3 , ..., nk . This data set is called the learning or training dataset and
is needed to build a decision tree model.
Step 2: Construction of the model of artificial intelligence
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The software chosen for to build the decision tree is DTREG [42]. The process DTREG uses
to build and prune a tree is complex and computationally intensive. Here is an outline of the
steps:
1. Build the tree.
(a) Examine each node and find the best possible split.
• Examine each predictor variable.
– Examine each possible split on each predictor.
(b) Create two child nodes.
(c) Determine which child node each row goes into. This may involve using surrogate
splitters.
(d) Continue the process until a stopping criterion (e.g., minimum node size) is reached.
2. Prune the tree.
(a) Build a set of cross-validation trees.
(b) Compute the cross validated misclassification cost for each possible tree size.
(c) Prune the primary tree to the optimal size.
The method for evaluating the quality of splits when building classification trees is Gini,
where each split is chosen to maximize the heterogeneity of the categories of the target variable
in the child nodes.
GiniIndex = 1 − ∑ p2j
(2)
j

Where the equation 2 contains values of probability of p j for a class j.
The method used to determine the optimal tree size is V-fold cross validation, a technique
for performing independent tree size tests without requiring separate test datasets and without
reducing the data used to build the tree.

4

Results and discussion

The target logistic variable selected for the study is the Population Density (Population Per
Square Kilometer) for explain the distribution of the population according to the distribution
and development of the logistics nodes in the different territorial units that conform the country.
Figure 1 shows the principal child nodes and its predictor variables of the decision tree built
for the target variable. After complete the process of build the tree, the predictor variables
chosen by the decision tree algorithm were:
• Panama Canal Influence (binary 1/0)
• Secondary road-network (Kilometer Per Square Kilometer)
• Primary road-network (Kilometer Per Square Kilometer)
The principal predictor variable is the Panama Canal Influence that is a binary variable: 1
for the territorial units under the Panama Canal Influence, and zero for the others.
The territorial units that conforms the node 3 in the figure 1 correspond to the strip of land
adjacent to the Panama Canal, with special economic areas, container ports, transatlantic railroad and Tocumen International airport. This strip of land include Panama City and Colon City
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Node 1
(Entire Group)
Density = 292,81

Node 2
Panama Canal Inﬂuence = No
Density = 104,42

Node 4
Secondary road network ≤ 0,0216
Density = 147,50

Node 3
Panama Canal Inﬂuence = Yes
Density = 717,61

Node 5
Secondary road network > 0,0216
Density = 50,35

Node 4
Primary road network ≤ 0,0254
Density = 40,12

Node 5
Primary road network > 0,0254
Density = 72,74

Figure 1. Decision three.

and has the highest population density index. The activities of transport, storage, communication, wholesale and retail trades, and real estate activities make the greatest contribution to the
provincial GDP.
For the rest of the country where the logistics nodes development is lower than in the strip
of land adjacent to the Panama Canal the principal characteristic is the relationship between the
road network and the population density.

5

Conclusions

The decisions tree built for the target variable Population Density chose three predictor variables which explain the distribution of the population in the country according to the distribution and development of the logistics nodes. This allows to territorial planners to take in
consideration the present scenario.
The decisions tree built has estimated Population Density index for territorial units with
similar logistics characteristics in a concise and practice way. The characteristics of each group
of territorial units has been analyzed using expert criteria.
The predictor variable "Panama Canal Influence" chosen by the decision tree algorithm, it
is the principal predictor variable and allows to the territorial planners divide the country at
least in two principal zones: the first under the Panama Canal influence with a highest logistics
nodes development, and the second without the Panama Canal influence and a lowest logistics
nodes development.
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